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Distances:
Torino-Milano: 143 km
Torino-Roma: 708 km
Torino-Paris: 785 km
Torino-London: 1174 km
Torino-Berlin: 1260 km
Torino-Madrid: 1468 km



Total floor area:
Torino: 130 km2

(Metropolitan Region: 6830 km2)

Population (2005):
Torino: 902.000
(Metropolitan Region: 1.790.000)



Historical Highlights
The area
Located in the North-Western corner of Italy
A relatively widespread metropolitan area
(TOTAL FLOOR AREA: 130 kmq, METROPOLITAN REGION: 6830 kmq)

Italy’s fourth-largest city (902,000 INHABITANTS, 2005)

The metropolitan area comprises 53 municipalities 
(1,711,000 INHABITANTS)

The economic, political and social context.
The first capital of Italy 
Italy’s main industrial city (THE ITALIAN DETROIT)

Main economical source (CAR INDUSTRY)

This system produce industrial concentration and a capacity. 
for planning and organization, but also a high level of 
unqualified work



LA MOLE; THE ALPS



THE RIVER PO



AN ASSEMBLY LINE AT FIAT MIRAFIORI



The industrial transformation
Until 1980, Torino’s economy was still strongly linked 
to the car and car component industries.

The fordist city
Over the past ten years, the area has undergone 
great transformation, involving both its economic 
and productive apparatus, and its urbanistic
and social fabric. 
The Fordist industry has been re-dimensioned. 
The local system has had to deal with a major economic 
and identity crisis and needs to find new ways 
to develop the region and to restructure Torino’s role 
at a national and international level.



The political transformation /1

The relationship between the local and central 
government in Italy has changed in recent years, 
thanks to important legislative reforms.

The direct election of mayors
Until 1990, Local Authorities had no a clear and specific 
attribution of competences.  
The reform brought greater legitimation and decision-making 
capacities and relations between citizens and the municipality 
became closer. 



The political transformation /2

The metropolitan area is a territorial unit with 
functional interdependence between the various 
centers. The spatial configuration of its conurbation 
is dense and compact and runs along the main traffic 
arteries.

A legislative problem
Torino’s metropolitan area is divided between the duties 
of the Municipality of Torino, the smaller Municipalities 
in the area, the Province of Torino and the Piemonte Region. 
A coherent scheme for interaction and governing among 
the metropolitan areas is needed, the problem is still 
unresolved.



The 1st Strategic Plan (1998-2000) 

In this context, the Strategic Plan was born in 2000,
to give a new international identity to the city 
and suggesting a vision for the future.
Torino was the first city in Italy to adopt a Strategic Plan. 
The Plan involved institutions, political representatives, 
the economic world and society as a whole in a project 
to redefine the city’s identity, witch pinpointed a shared vision 
of social and economic development for the future.
The 1st Strategic Plan involved almost 1,000 people, 
who were organized into various works groups, and was 
articulated in 6 strategic lines, 20 objectives and 84 actions.



Torino Internazionale
To implement the Strategic Plan, an authority 
has been created in May 2000 the Associazione
Torino Internazionale, with 122 partners private 
and public.

Mission
To promote strategic planning methods, to monitor 
its actions, to set up specific workshops, to communicate 
to the public the opportunities for development created 
by the Plan and to encourage the public’s participation.



Urban transformation /1

The approval of the General Zoning Plan (PRG) 
in 1995 was a determining factor in initiating 
the phase of urban transformation.

Three types of intervention
The reorganization of mobility within the city
• CREATING A RAILWAY LINK 
• CONSTRUCTING THE 1st LINE OF THE SUBWAY SYSTEM
• EXTENDING AND INCREASING THE NUMBER OF TRAM LINES 
• IMPROVING THE PARKING SYSTEM
Urban transformation and revitalization
• WORK ON THE CENTRAL BACKBONE (“SPINA CENTRALE”) 
• THE CONSTRUCTION OF OLYMPIC STRUCTURES 
Urban regeneration
• PROJECTS TO IMPROVE THE ENVIRONMENT AND UPGRADE THE SUBURBS



Urban transformation /3

Investments

CENTRAL BACKBONE: 3.084 million euro
CROSS RAIL SYSTEM: 1.188 million euro
LINGOTTO: 1.000 million euro (approx)
OLYMPICS: 600 million euro (1/3 financed by the Municipality)
UNDERGROUND: 975 million euro (City di Torino 25%)

TOTAL INVESTMENT: 6.847 million euro



CONTEMPORARY ART ON THE CENTRAL BACKBONE



THE “OLD LINGOTTO”



THE “NEW LINGOTTO”



FALCHERA SQUARE



MARKET IN “PORTA PALAZZO”



THE WINTER OLYMPICS GAMES 2006



Winter Olympics 2006 /1
The 2006 Winter Olympics acted as an important engine 
for the transformation of Torino, an extraordinary 
opportunity to steer resources to the metropolitan area, 
to stress and accelerate the physical changes and 
to increase its international visibility. 

Numbers
65 WORKS (COMPETION VENUE, INFRASTRUCTURE, OLYMPIC AND MEDIA VILLAGE)
17 DAYS OF RACES (FEBRUARY 10-26)
2.500 ATHLETES
80 NATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITEES 
84 EVENTS
10.000 JOURNALISTS
30.000 MEMBERS OF THE OLYMPIC FAMILY
18.000 VOLUNTEERS 
900.000 TICKETS SOLD
50 EVENTS FOR THE CULTURAL OLYMPIADS

GDANSK/ JUNE 13, 2007



THE OLYMPIC SYSTEM



Winter Olympics 2006 /2
Investments
ON TURIN 600 mln €
ON THE OLYMPIC SYSTEM 1200 mln €

Olympic Legacy
Material
MULTIFUNCTION STRUCTURES FOR FAIRS, CONGRESSES AND BIG EVENTS
NEW VENUES FOR ART AND CULTURE
NEW SPACES FOR RESEARCH AND UNIVERSITY ACCOMMODATION 
PUBLIC HOUSING
Immaterial
INTERNATIONAL PROMOTION
NEW IMAQE OR THE CITY
TRUST ON TURIN'S CAPABILITIES

Fondazione “20 marzo 2006”
For the managing of the Olimpycs structures (500mln € approx)

GDANSK/ JUNE 13, 2007



THE OLD “MERCATI GENERALI”



THE NEW “OLYMPIC VILLAGE”



THE OLYMPIC VILLAGE – THE OLYMPIC ARCH



THE OLYMPIC PALASPORT



THE OLYMPIC VILLAGE



Winter Olympics 2006 /4
GDANSK/ JUNE 13, 2007

Olympic Immaterial legacy
New image for the city
New opportunities for tourism

How much the image of the City 
changed after the Olympics? 
(National base, may 2006, Lexis Ricerche)

56,4%: IMPROVED
30,3%: SAME IMAGE
11,5%: REALLY IMPROVED
1,8%: WORSE IMAGE



• The scenario for the Second Strategic Plan is a trend 
towards a society that is increasingly oriented to the 
production and delivery of high-value-added products and 
services, using the leverage of the so-called knowledge 
economy. The key to achieving this goal is investment in 
human capital and innovation, making the most of its 
legacy of existing skills.

• The crucial role assumed in this effort by the local 
authorities, who are the Plan’s main players and 
supporters, is clear. However, the capacity for a self-
driven recovery of the local economy depends largely on 
the initiative of the private sector.

• This is why the 2nd Strategic Plan aims to identify 
instruments and projects that, in a shared scenario, can 
strengthen the field of action of public and private actors 
at all levels

The Second Strategic Plan



Vertical partnerships SOME EXAMPLES

• Partnerships in complex projects
• Involving Torino, Italy, the European Union, actors on a national and 

international level
THE FOUNDATION FOR THE EGYPTIAN MUSEUM
THE RESTORATION OF THE SAVOY RESIDENCE OF VENARIA REALE
THE TORINO-LYON HIGH SPEED TRAIN 
THE INVESTMENTS FOR THE SUBWAY AND FOR VARIUS PROJECT
OF URBAN REVITALIZATION
THE WINTER OLYMPICS TORINO 2006

• Characteristics, advantages, obstacles 
In general, these partnerships involve local policies dealing with major 
infrastructure or urban upgrading projects which need support, participation 
and financing on a supra-local level. They don’t necessarily create stable 
forms of involvement on the part of the participants, but they are essential in 
carrying out projects of urban transformation. 



Horizontal partnerships SOME EXAMPLES

• Networks of cities, forms of strategic cooperation
Involving Torino and other cities in Italy and abroad, in an exchange of 
helpful experiences and dealing with specific projects

EUROCITIES, NETWORK OF STRATEGIC CITIES, EUROMED, …

COOPERATION BETWEEN TORINO, MILAN AND GENOA  (MITO SETTEMBRE 
MUSICA, ALTA SCUOLA POLITECNICA, IRIDE, …)

• Characteristics, advantages, obstacles 
The network of cities encourages comparison and an exchange of 
experiences, increasing the visibility of the various development 
strategies and favouring institutional relations. 
Torino, Milan and Genoa represent a possible strategic alliance, 
following in the path of the former “industrial triangle”. The increase in 
infrastructural connections, economic relations, and interdependence in 
various sectors (logistics, multi-utilities) stimulates stronger mechanisms 
of cooperation, thus furthering international competition. 



Horizontal partnerships SOME EXAMPLES

• Forms of governance
Wide-ranging involvement of the actors within the local and 
metropolitan system
TORINO INTERNAZIONALE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING
METROPOLITAN CONFERENCE

• Characteristics, advantages, obstacles
Wider fields of action that aim at creating shared models of 
reference, common languages and viewpoints, choosing 
perspective lines, and defining development strategies. They 
encourage the circulation of information, the involvement of weaker 
interest groups, and the growth of horizontal relations. However, 
these partnerships are fragile, since they are in constant tension 
between the promotion of real forms of participation and the 
repetition of consolidated practices.



Horizontal partnerships SOME EXAMPLES

• Private-public partnerships in specific projects
Involving public and private actors in development projects 
CITTADELLA POLITECNICA
TNE - TORINO NUOVA ECONOMIA – TRANSFORMATION OF MIRAFIORI AREA
TECHNOLOGICAL PLATFORMS ON INFOMOBILITY AND AEROSPACE

• Characteristics, advantages, obstacles
This is the most interesting example of partnerships because it truly 
involves public and private actors in stable forms of cooperation. 
The role of the public actors primarily involves constructing road 
maps and long-term investment strategies that can encourage 
private investments. This is particularly true when action to  improve 
public services is combined with efforts to develop systems of 
research and technological applications. 



Conclusions
A COMPARISON BETWEEN TORINO AND MILANO

• Torino and Milano are two northern italian cities that
underwent similar changes in the political and 
institutional sphere in the decade 1993-2006. Which was
the innovative performance of the two cities in that
period? 

• A research (Dente, Bobbio 2005) showed that certainly
Torino had a better performance in terms of urban
innovation than Milan and that such a result is
associated with a more complex network in which
different levels of government, and different types of 
actors, are represented. Also, the “tightness” of the 
network is higher, thus providing evidence to support the 
idea that policy innovation is associated with changes in 
the structure of governance. 



INNOVATIVE CAPACITY AND COMPLEXITY OF THE 
NETWORK

Agenda
new issues
and new 
problems

Product
new 
solutions to
old problems

Process
new 
methods for
solving
problems

Symbolic
new forms of 
communicati
on

Total

Torino +++ ++ +++ ++ 10

Milano + +++ + + 6

Torino Milano
Horizontal cooperation 16,6% 0,0%
Vertical cooperation 70,0% 46,6%
Public-private cooperation 53,3% 36,6%
Public-voluntary cooperation 36,6% 40,0%



GOVERNANCE NETWORK IN TORINO AND 
MILANO MUNICIPALITY

Acrobat Document

TORINO

The reasearch revealed quite clearly that Milano 
is much more receptive to the proposals coming
from civil society (both from the profit and the non-
profit sector) while Torino, like other innovative 
Italian cities, seems much more dependent upon
the leadership of the public institutions.

This poses a question: How much institutional
leadership is needed in order to get good
governance: more or less? 

It is also possible that it is a problem of time scale. 
In the long run, a larger set of active participants
in the life of a city can mean more innovation, 
more creativity and more robust development, 
while in the short run the role of strong leadership 
is a necessary condition. 

Acrobat Document

MILANO



Torino Internazionale
via Mercantini 5, 10122 Torino
tel +39.011.4432350 / fax +39.011.4432354
contact @ torino-internazionale.org
www.torino-internazionale.org
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